
Leaping into the Lego
League!
On November 18th, TALON 540 hosted
a FIRST Lego League event at Godwin
High School. Many of our members
volunteered their time to organize this
event for the kids.Young children
pursued their robotic dreams:
challenging other robots in a
competitive environment, innovating
new solutions to emerging problems,
and having an amazing time. Their
eyes beamed as they were able to test
the robot they spent time creating and
receive awards for their hard work.

 

Member Opinions
"It was inspiring to watch the
interactions between the kids,
mentors, and judges. The kids were
very knowledgeable about their
projects and excited to share their
solutions to real-world problems."

Amanda He, Rookie Member

"FLL was an enriching experience for
both the team and the kids involved.
All of the enthusiasm the kids
displayed for STEM was worth all the
hard work our entire team put in."

Henry Ge, Veteran Member 
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VAIS Conference
In November, our outreach members represented TALON 540 at the VAIS
conference at the Short Pump Hilton Hotel. There, we displayed our robotics
program and stem education to a variety of high-level corporizations and other
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Although we still have not reached our goal for number of students on the team,
our numbers have come very close. Currently, we have 83 students on the team,
and our goal is about 60-70 students. Each subgroup leader will begin their final
testing for the veterans and rookies in that specific group. With more evaluation
to continue over the month of November and possibly December, the TALON 540
Robotics Team will reach their goal and progress in its training period until Kickoff
in the first week of January.

organizations that innovate using STEM. This conference was essentially a
presentation for teachers from private schools across Virginia. This year we were
the only high schoolers to present for the second year in a row. Alongside our
booth, we had a timeframe to present our program to a selected audience in
which we were able to gain insight and spread our program farther than it ever
reached before.

Finalized Roster

Subgroup News
Strategy Hub
Since Kick-off is approaching, the
Strategy subgroup prepares for
developing strategies during the
upcoming game reveal. The
strategy subgroup was trained



by practicing strategies with
previous game manuals. The
team also learned different robot
designs and strategies for this
year’s competition. Additionally,
the strategy subgroup hosted
drive team practices to finalize
the drive team before
competitions. To practice
communicating with other
teams, the Strategy subgroup was taught public speaking exercises. Overall, the
strategy subgroup is intensely preparing for build season.

The CAD Cove
During the last weeks before kickoff,
our CAD team finished teaching their
rookies the final modules, including
practicing 3D printer parts and
reverse CAD-ing them. They also
learned techniques such as
grounding and patterns. After they

learning all the skills, they put their skills into practice by CADing different
potential scenarios provided by their student leadership.

The Programming Party
In November, the programming team
wrapped up our Java course for rookies
and prepared them for what's to come in
January's build season. Veterans started
new side-projects ranging from an online
ecosystem for our team to enhancing our

autonomous function through refined camera tracking.

Fundraising
Cookie Fundraiser
We recently held a cookie fundraiser to raise money for our club this year. Our
team sold frozen cookies to their family and friends to support this team and then
delivered them. This fundraiser was successful as we were able to earn a
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